
 

If you are a fan of the latest movie release in theaters right now, Wonder Woman, and want to watch it with dubbed Hindi
audio, we have compiled a list of movies available in our library with dubbed Hindi. The list includes movies like Wonder
Woman (2017), Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice (2016), Deadpool (2016), Suicide Squad (2016) and many more. You can
either explore them in our movie library or use our search option if you are looking for a specific movie. Enjoy watching! If you
face any issue with any of the videos, do let us know by commenting below and we will try to fix it as soon as possible. Thanks
for using MovieTango!

Title: Wonder Woman Hindi Dubbed Full Movie 2017 Duration: 1 hour, 55 minutes Release Date: Jun 3rd, 2017 Country:
United States Language: English Awards: Nominated for 4 Oscars. Another 66 wins & 118 nominations IMDB Rating: 8.1/10
Director: Patty Jenkins Writers: Allan Heinberg (screenplay), Zack Snyder (screenplay), 3 more credits » Stars: Gal Gadot,
Chris Pine and Robin Wright Start Your Free Trial! Wonder Woman is 2017 American superhero film based on the DC Comics
character of the same name, distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures. It is the fourth installment in the DC Extended Universe
(DCEU). The film is directed by Patty Jenkins, with a screenplay by Allan Heinberg and a story by Zack Snyder and Heinberg,
and stars Gal Gadot as the title character. After defeating her evil half-brother, Zeus sent baby Diana to Earth where she was
raised as a young girl named Diana in the seaside village of Themyscira. After American pilot Steve Trevor crashes off the
shores of the island and is rescued by Diana, she learns about the ongoing World War I and opts to use her gift of strength in
order to help fight against the war. Principal photography began on November 21, 2015, with filming taking place in the United
Kingdom, France and Italy before wrapping up on May 9, 2016. Additional filming took place in November 2016. The film was
released on June 3, 2017, in the United States by Warner Bros. Pictures, and received positive reviews from critics, who praised
Gadot's performance as Wonder Woman, Jenkins' direction and the action sequences as well as praise the film's representation
of women. It became a box office success with a worldwide gross of over $821 million and has also gained a nomination for two
Academy Awards: for Best Costume Design and Best Production Design.
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